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age were men who Insisted that literature must return
to nature and reality—a demand which, again,
corresponds to that made by the heralds of every
Romantic age. The movement of the seventeenth
century Is, in its inception at least, quite as Romantic as
that of 1828, In fact, 1 think we might generalize, and
say that the spirit and principles which actuate literary
reformers and revolutionaries at all periods of new-
birth, are fairly Identical, whether the resultant
literature be what we are pleased to call Classic or
Romantic. New dynasties arise in poetry when the
reigning dynasty has succumbed to tradition and
convention, and has thereby brought Its age to
stagnation and petrifaction. A new generation rises
up in revolt; and this younger generation, whether
it be classically minded or romantically minded,
Invariably inscribes upon Its banner a return to truth
and nature.
It was, I think, Madame de Stael who first gave
general currency to "a' view of European literature
which has Influenced all subsequent theorizing on the
subject of Classic and Romantic. She set up in her
work, De la Literature, published in iSoo,1 the
antithesis of " litteratures du midi *? and " literatures
du nord 7>, the first group descending, in her view,
from Homer, the second from Ossian. " The differ-
entiating features ", she said, " of these two kinds of
literature are due to two absolutely distinct forms of
Imagination, as seen in the inventing of incidents and
in the faculty of feeling and depicting nature/* The
literatures of the north are dominated by " a dreamy
and profound sensitiveness", by that melancholy
which is so fruitful in works of genius. " The peoples
of the north are less occupied with pleasure than
suffering, and their imagination is, on that account, the
more productive/7 The Christian religion maintains
the bond between north and south. " The dogmas of
1 De la Uttfratttre eonsiMrfa dans s&s rapports avec les institutions societies,
C&wres (ompllUs* Paris, 1820-21, IV, pp. 188 ff., 285 ff.

